We show that plane-wave singly resonant optical parametric oscillators exhibit a temporal modulation instability when pumped a certain number of times above threshold. Previously, this instability threshold was predicted, with a model neglecting variations in pump power, to occur at around 4.61 times oscillation threshold. We consider here the full self-consistent interaction between pump, signal, and idler sidebands and find that in some spectral regions the instability threshold can be lower than previously predicted, in some cases even comparable to the oscillation threshold, preventing single mode operation at high conversion efficiency. We examine the behavior of the instability for typical regions of operation, and find that both group velocity mismatches and group velocity dispersion have a significant effect. The instability can be suppressed by a suitable choice of intracavity etalon, the design constraints of which are determined.
INTRODUCTION
Singly resonant optical parametric oscillators (SROs) are convenient sources of broadly tunable coherent radiation [1] . Using periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN) or similar materials the continuous-wave (CW) threshold can be of order 1 W, well within the range of modern 1 m pump lasers. The conversion efficiency can exceed 90% when pumped sufficiently far above threshold [2] , and the tuning range is limited only by material transparency and mirror bandwidths.
Single-mode operation can only be achieved when the SRO's self-consistent CW operating point is stable against small perturbations, which are provided at all frequencies by quantum noise [3] . In previous theoretical work [4] this stability criterion was found analytically by considering the net gain upon a single cavity round trip for weak sidebands superposed on the steady-state signal and idler fields obtained in the low-loss limit for a SRO. It was found there that the SRO becomes unstable, or multimoded, at approximately 4.61 times above oscillation threshold for all pump and resonant wavelengths. The highest gain occurred for sidebands with a finite detuning from the carrier frequencies.
However, recent experimental results [5] have shown similar instabilities much closer to oscillation threshold, with instabilities occurring at a pump power as low as two times above threshold. In this paper we relax the assumptions made in [4] and find that instability can occur very close to oscillation threshold for some combinations of pump and signal wavelengths (where we define the signal as the resonant wave). The structure of this instability threshold, N th , depends strongly on the group velocity mismatch (GVM) between pump, signal, and idler waves and (perhaps unexpectedly for a CW pump input) on group velocity dispersion (GVD) at the signal wavelength.
The importance of GVM in ultrafast parametric processes such as optical parametric amplification (OPA) is well known; its effect depends critically on the ordering of the group velocities of the three waves. When the group velocities are arranged ascendingly or descendingly as (idler, pump, and signal), amplification can occur over distances well beyond those over which pulses of comparable duration to the pump would be separated temporally in linear dispersive propagation [6] . The importance of GVM in nanosecond SROs with narrowband pump pulses has also been recognized, and as with OPA and synchronously pumped optical parametric oscillators (OPOs) the relative GVM between the three waves was found to be important in determining the spectral properties of the output signal pulses [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Simulations and experiments with nanosecond OPOs have revealed that the SRO is predominantly phase modulated [15] , but also exhibits amplitude-modulation (AM) spikes which are periodic with the round-trip time, and can have durations on the order of several picoseconds, related to the inverse parametric bandwidths of the three-wave interaction [7] . Such rapid temporal variations and their corresponding spectral bandwidths indicate that pump depletion effects are important, since the signal bandwidth before the onset of pump depletion is, due to the spectral gain-narrowing incurred up to that point, considerably narrower than the single-pass parametric gain bandwidth required to support these short spikes.
In addition to these effects on the pulse shape of pulsed OPOs, GVM can also influence their pump-conversion efficiency. As a result of a different mechanism, GVM can cause limitations on the conversion efficiency of CW OPOs as well. The nominal 100% conversion point for a plane-wave SRO occurs at a pump power N = ͑ /2͒ 2 times above oscillation threshold, while we find that for broad and practically important ranges of resonant wavelength the modulation instability (MI) threshold is well below ͑ /2͒ 2 , thereby limiting the conversion efficiency that can be achieved while maintaining single-mode operation. The instability threshold should therefore constitute one of the major design considerations for CW SROs. In contrast to pulsed systems, for which the nonlinear coupled wave equations must be solved numerically in general, a nominally CW OPO can be analyzed conveniently using a linearized approach, which yields the MI threshold N th . This approach is detailed in the following sections.
THEORETICAL APPROACH
We assume plane-wave interactions, neglecting the transverse beam effects that significantly complicate any theoretical or numerical treatment of the coupled wave equations. It is useful to note that the pump depletion behavior of SROs is sometimes better predicted by planewave solutions than by analyses partially accounting for transverse effects by assuming diffractionless near-field interactions [2, 16] .
We begin by finding the usual CW SRO solutions, and then derive a general linearized form for the gain for small initial perturbations to the three waves, suitable for evaluating the stability of any SRO design. No assumptions are made regarding the dispersion of the cavity other than the absence of any feedback for the pump or the non-resonant idler wave. We set up the analysis for the general case of first-order quasi-phase-matched (QPM) interactions with arbitrary grating profiles, but consider in detail only the case of uniform QPM. This case is mathematically equivalent to a conventional birefringently phase-matched interaction.
A. Zeroth Order (CW) Solutions
The interaction between pump, signal, and idler CW carrier waves in a QPM interaction is determined by the coupled wave equations [17] 
where subscripts i , s , p indicate quantities associated with idler, signal, and pump pulses, respectively. The coupling coefficients are given by j = j d eff / n j c, where j and n j are the carrier frequencies and refractive indices, respectively, for fields j = ͑i , s , p͒, and d eff is the effective nonlinear coefficient, with d eff =2d / for ideal first-order QPM and d is the relevant tensor element for the combination of polarization directions of the three waves. The local phase mismatch between the carrier waves is (1) represent the accumulated phase mismatch, and for periodic QPM gratings, i.e., K g ͑z͒ = const, take the more familiar exp͑±i⌬kz͒ form. Convenient approximate solutions for the steady state fields in low-loss optical cavities can be found by neglecting the z dependence of the resonant signal field E s in determining the depletion and generation of the pump and idler fields, E p and E i , respectively [18] .
Before writing out the steady state SRO solutions it is convenient to define normalized fields A j with j = ͑i , s , p͒,
where E p0 is the input pump field. With these definitions, ͉A j ͉ 2 are proportional to the photon flux and ͉A p ͑z =0͉͒ 2 = 1. The use of envelope functions defined in Eq. (2) with phase rotating as ⌬k will allow the propagation of small perturbations to the fields to be written in standard matrix notation in Subsection 2.B. The coupled wave equations (1) are then
where coupling between the fields is now expressed in terms of the single coefficient ⌫ = ͑ i s p / n i n s n p ͒ 1/2 ͑d eff / c͉͒E p0 ͉. It can be useful to write the signal in terms of field coupling parameters (in units of inverse meters), ␥ = ⌫͉A s ͑z =0͉͒. We investigate Eqs. (3) under the mean field propagation approximation for a CW low-loss SRO, assuming that no idler remains after a round trip of the optical cavity and that ⌬k = 0 for the resonating signal. The result for the signal field is
where the coupling coefficient at oscillation threshold ⌫ osc is given by cosh 2 ͑⌫ osc L͒R cav = 1, where ͑1−R cav ͒ is the round-trip power loss at the carrier frequency and the times above oscillation threshold N ϵ͑⌫ / ⌫ osc ͒ 2 . The corresponding pump and idler waves are given by
where A j0 ϵ A j ͑z =0͒. In a practical OPO design it is desirable to reach full pump depletion, corresponding to the plane-wave case to N = ͑ /2͒ 2 . For near-confocally focused OPOs, we have seen in numerical simulations (not presented here) that N Ϸ͑ /2͒ 2 remains close to the optimal point in terms of pump depletion when diffraction is included (but not in the near-field approximation, as in [16] ).
B. Linearized Analysis
In this subsection we investigate the gain for weak sidebands superposed on the CW solutions found in Subsection 2.A. Although the nonlinear crystal is seeded by noise at all frequencies around the three envelopes, the response to small input perturbations of the resonant wave is of most interest since only these can grow, at the crystal input, upon successive cavity round trips. The conjugate nature of the interaction couples positive-and negativefrequency spectral components together, as in the more widely studied case of MIs in ͑3͒ interactions [19] . Frequency sidebands on the signal field will give rise to sidebands on the pump and idler fields, and so the linearized analysis involves six coupled envelopes in the frequency domain. The general material dispersion should be included, which can be accomplished compactly in the time domain up to arbitrary dispersion order by defining for field j the operator 
We now write the envelopes as the sum of the zeroth order fields and a weak perturbation, i.e., A j ͑t , z͒ϵA j ͑0͒ ͑z͒ + a j ͑t , z͒, where A j ͑0͒ ͑z͒ are the CW solutions given by Eqs.
(3). By neglecting coupling terms involving products of the small perturbations a j , Eqs. (6) can be written in linearized form as
The frequency-domain fields can be propagated through the nonlinear medium according to Eqs. (7), with positive and negative frequencies of the three waves coupled together once there is non-negligible pump depletion, resulting in six coupled equations. We define a sideband vector at frequency detuning ⍀ as ṽ T ͑⍀ , z͒
where overtilde indicates a frequency-domain field. This form is useful since it allows for a compact matrix notation for the propagation of all six field components. Suppressing the explicit dependence on ⍀,
where the coupling matrix M͑z͒ is given, for frequency detuning ⍀, by
͑9͒
The z dependence of M͑z͒ enters through the zeroth order (CW) field solutions A j ͑0͒ ͑z͒ of Eq. (3) and any changes to the local QPM k-vector K g ͑z͒. The frequency dependence occurs due to the diagonal terms, with
where ⌬k͑z͒ is the phase mismatch between the carrier frequencies. The form of M͑z͒ can be understood graphically in terms of coupling between pump, signal, and idler sidebands as depicted in Fig. 1 . The evolution of the linear system in Eqs. (8) and (9) between different positions in the nonlinear crystal is described by the state transition matrix ⌽͑z , zЈ͒ according to ṽ ͑z͒ = ⌽͑z,zЈ͒ṽ ͑zЈ͒. ͑10͒
We are interested primarily in the output ṽ ͑L͒ = ⌽͑L ,0͒ṽ ͑0͒. The matrix ⌽͑L ,0͒ can be populated by numerical evaluation of Eq. (8) .
In the SRO the output pump and idler fields are coupled out of the cavity, and there is no idler input to the nonlinear crystal. Therefore, it is useful to extract from ⌽͑L ,0͒ the 2 ϫ 2 matrices ⌽ s and ⌽ p which are the signal output due to signal-input and pump-input vectors, respectively. The effective input/output relation for a single pass through the nonlinear crystal is then given by
In the remainder of this paper, we will always assume a CW input pump, ã p ͑0͒ ± = 0, so only ⌽ s will be relevant here. For problems such as evaluating the transfer function for pump modulation, the formalism established here, but with the matrix ⌽ p multiplying a nonzero input ã p , would be applicable.
Next we account for the effects of the cavity by assuming that the cavity has no nonlinearities except for the three-wave interaction in the nonlinear crystal, and that the signal carrier frequency s corresponds to a mode of the cavity. Thus, the total phase imposed on the electric field E by the cavity at s , defined as cav , satisfies cav =2m [20] . The electric field at the output end of the nonlinear crystal is given in terms of the signal envelope A s by
where . The remaining parts of the cavity take the field from the output end of the nonlinear crystal ͑z = L͒ back to the input ͑z =0͒, and their effects can be described by a transfer function H according to Ẽ ͑z =0,͒ = H ͑͒Ẽ ͑z = L , ͒, where H includes any dispersive or dichroic elements like the cavity mirrors or an etalon. The constraint that s (i.e., ⍀ = 0) corresponds to a cavity mode can now be written as
where s is the phase of A s ͑0͒ ͑L͒ / A s ͑0͒ ͑0͒ and represents the phase accumulated by the CW signal envelope due to the nonlinear interaction, L = H ͑ s ͒ / ͉H ͑ s ͉͒ is the phase accumulated within the linear parts of the cavity, and d ͑0͒ = 0. We have chosen a particular carrier frequency s , so L is the remaining degree of freedom needed to satisfy Eq. (13) .
The effects of the cavity on a signal sideband ã s ͑⍀͒ are determined using Eq. (12) and H ͑⍀͒. The self-consistent signal field obeys
where ã s,in is the signal input field corresponding, for example, to quantum noise. It is useful to normalize H to the ⍀ = 0 transfer function as h ͑⍀͒ϵH ͑ s + ⍀͒ / H ͑ s ͒. Using h and Eq. (11), the matrix for a complete round trip of the signal field in the cavity, ⌽ rt ͑⍀͒, can be written as
where amplification of the input field ã s,in is determined by the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of ⌽ rt . The cavity modes in the coupled wave system are those frequencies that render the eigenvalues of ⌽ s real. In the subsequent analysis we will assume that sidebands always correspond to such a mode, i.e., that the cavity modes are sufficiently closely spaced compared to other characteristic frequencies of the system that for every ⍀ there is a negligibly detuned cavity mode. If there are no dichroic intracavity elements, the corresponding value of ͉h ͑⍀͉͒ =1. If in addition there are no dispersive intracavity elements, h ͑⍀͒ = exp͑i⍀ d ͒, a delay by some time d independent of ⍀; unless otherwise stated, we assume ͉h ͉ =1.
STABILITY OF SROs IN THE PRESENCE OF GVM AND GVD
To determine whether an OPO will be unstable, we solve the general CW coupled equations in Eqs. (3) to obtain the threshold pump power and then solve Eqs. (3) again for the self-consistent fields for a given number of times above oscillation threshold N. These CW solutions can then be used as the zeroth order fields in the linearized Eqs. (8) and (9) to find the state transition matrix ⌽͑L ,0͒ for all frequency detunings at that value of N. If the magnitude of the largest eigenvalue ⌽,rt of the signal transition matrix for a round trip of the cavity ⌽ rt in Eq. (14) exceeds unity for any sideband frequency ⍀, then the sideband gain for the corresponding eigenvector exceeds the cavity loss upon each round trip, and the OPO can exhibit a MI. We define a single-pass-gain parameter normalized to the cavity loss as
where G sp ͑⍀͒ Ͼ 0 corresponds to MI at frequency ⍀. In the case of no interaction between the sidebands and assuming h =1, ͉ ⌽,rt ͉ 2 = R cav and G sp = −1. The instability threshold N th is defined as the lowest N for which G sp ͑⍀͒ Ͼ 0, and the instability frequency ⍀ th is defined as the frequency which satisfies G sp =0 at N = N th .
In [4] it was predicted that the instability threshold was N th Ϸ 4.61 for any low-loss SRO. However, that analysis neglected pump sidebands [equivalent to setting the fifth and sixth rows and columns of Eq. (9) to zero]. Since the amplitudes of the pump sidebands are of comparable amplitude to those of the signal and idler, this assumption is not internally consistent, although it leads to a much simpler (and often far more forgiving) solution than the more complete analysis presented here.
The most important experimental parameter in the context of OPO stability is the maximum number of times above threshold before the onset of instability (i.e., the instability threshold N th ), but it is useful to first discuss the behavior of the gain spectrum as the pump intensity (given in terms of N, the ratio of the pump power to the threshold pump power) is increased in a simplified experimental situation corresponding to a non-dispersive lowloss cavity and a long nonlinear crystal. Assuming a long nonlinear crystal means that the parametric bandwidths (or acceptance bandwidths) of the interaction are small, and therefore that GVD and higher order dispersion terms can be neglected (away from degeneracy); we refer to this case as the GVM limit.
The phase mismatch between any three carrier waves in the GVM limit depends linearly on their frequencies. If some pair of signal and pump frequencies is phasematched (i.e., ⌬k = 0), then for small carrier-frequency detunings ␦ s for the signal and ␦ p for the pump the phase mismatch for these new carrier waves can be written in terms of v g,i , v g,s , and v g,p , the group velocities of the three waves. The idler frequency detuning ␦ i = ␦ p − ␦ s is determined by energy conservation. The carrier phase mis-
͒ for the GVM between the pump and signal. Based on the form of ⌬k one can define undepleted-pump parametric gain bandwidths for variations in signal frequency at fixed pump frequency as ␦ is ⍀ BW,s L ϵ and for variations in the pump frequency at fixed signal fre-
For the CW-pumped OPO the pump-carrier frequency is fixed, but input at all signal and idler frequencies is provided by noise. Therefore for sideband gain the most important bandwidth will be ⍀ BW,s . Our previously stated assumption that we can neglect detuning of the sidebands from the nearest cavitymode frequency when determining MI properties is reasonable when the characteristic bandwidths of the nonlinear propagation ⍀ BW,s and ⍀ BW,p are much larger than a free spectral range of the cavity.
In the GVM limit and when ⌬k = 0, the parametric interaction has the important property that amplitude modulation (AM) and phase modulation (PM) are decoupled: an input AM perturbation at the signal wavelength will lead only to AM of the three waves during propagation, and similarly an input PM at the signal wavelength will lead only to PM of the three waves during propagation. Under these assumptions, Eq. (9) can be simplified into 3 ϫ 3 block diagonal form for propagating AM and PM components of the three waves.
To analyze this case, it is convenient to transform the sideband vector to a new basis whose elements are the AM and PM content of the three sideband pairs. For some zeroth order field A ͑0͒ = ͉A ͑0͒ ͉exp͑i͒ the eigenvector for an AM of this field is (up to a complex scalar factor) u AM 
With these definitions Eq. (8) becomes dṽ Ј/dz=MЈ͑z͒ṽ Ј where the new coupling matrix MЈ͑z͒ is given by
where the AM submatrix M AM is given by
and the PM submatrix M PM by
where the nonlinear coupling factors ⌫ and ␥ = ⌫͉A s ͑z =0͉͒ are defined in Section 2. Note that the AM and PM matrices are the same except that the signs of the signal-idler coupling terms are reversed. The GVM terms on the diagonal represent effective phase mismatches for the different parametric processes involved: mixing between the zeroth order pump and the idler and signal sidebands is governed by ␦ is ⍀, mixing between the zeroth order idler and the signal and pump sidebands by ␦ ps ⍀, and mixing between the zeroth order signal and the idler and pump sidebands by ␦ pi ⍀ = ͑␦ ps − ␦ is ͒⍀. In the time domain these phase mismatches represent the temporal walk-off between perturbation-induced ripples on the carrier waves. The general structure of MЈ͑z͒ in Eq. (17) as a function of frequency detuning from the carrier waves is determined, up to a scaling of frequency, by N and some normalized form of the group velocity walk-off terms, for example, ␦ is / ␦ ps , which describes the relative rates of temporal walk-off between idler/signal and pump/signal.
A. Sideband Spectral Characteristics
In this subsection, we obtain the normalized single-pass gain parameter G sp numerically in the GVM limit for the case of ⌬k = 0 and h ͑⍀͒ = 1, using the zeroth order solutions of Eqs. (5) in the coupling matrix M͑z͒ defined in Eq. (9) . To illustrate characteristic examples of the sideband gain spectrum, Fig. 2 shows G sp for several pumping rates N at fixed GVM ratio. We choose in Fig. 2 (a) the ratio ␦ is / ␦ ps Ϸ 0.97 corresponding to an experimental situation of a 1064 nm pump and 1550 nm signal at 175°C in MgO: LiNbO 3 [21] , for which the instability threshold N th Ϸ 7.5 and the instability occurs at an instability frequency ⍀ th satisfying ␦ is ⍀ th L Ϸ 1.85. Figure 2(b) shows the sideband behavior for ␦ is / ␦ ps Ϸ −0.175, corresponding to a 1064 nm pump and a 2450 nm signal, from which it can be seen that N th Ϸ 2 and that ⍀ th satisfies ␦ is ⍀ th L Ϸ 0.25. For the 2450 nm case shown in Fig. 2 with ␦ is / ␦ ps Ͻ 0 the unstable eigenmodes correspond to pure PM; for the 1550 nm case with ␦ is / ␦ ps Ͼ 0 the unstable eigenmodes correspond to pure AM.
The behavior of the sideband gain spectrum depends on both the idler-signal and pump-signal GVMs as illustrated in Fig. 2 . Therefore we study the behavior of G sp at fixed N as a function of the mismatch phases is = ␦ is ⍀L and ps = ␦ ps ⍀L. In an actual OPO above threshold and in the GVM limit a straight line in ͑ is , ps ͒ space would be accessed by varying the sideband frequency ⍀ with fixed GVM parameters. The eigenvalues of ⌽ rt correspond to a round-trip amplification of pure AM and pure PM sideband eigenvectors. Plots of the gain G sp calculated using these AM and PM eigenvalues are shown in Fig. 3 , for N = ͑ /2͒ 2 . G sp is larger for AM in the quadrants where sgn͑ is ͒ = sgn͑ ps ͒ but does not exceed zero, while in the remaining quadrants G sp is larger for PM and exceeds zero in the regions between the G sp = 0 contours. At higher pump rates, i.e., N Ϸ 3.25, instabilities will appear in the AM modes as well.
In order to reach high pump depletion in a nearconfocally focused or plane-wave SRO, it is necessary to reach N Ϸ 2.5. One may often want to operate at higher N however, for example, in order to introduce additional cascaded processes [22] . Thus, even in cases where N th Ͼ 2.5, the constraints imposed by the MI may be relevant to OPO design.
To describe how far above threshold the SRO can be operated before the onset of instability when the GVM limit is relaxed so that GVD must be considered, we show in for several values of the GVD of the resonant wave. We introduce a normalized GVD coefficient for the signal as
with normalization relative to ␦ is on the basis that the instability frequency ⍀ th is found to scale with the idlersignal acceptance bandwidth ⍀ BW,s , and relative to the cavity losses since the signal GVD is found to be resonantly enhanced by the cavity feedback. From this definition, the single-pass-phase difference due to GVD between signal sidebands at ±⍀ BW,s is BW,s = ␤ s ͑1−R cav ͒. Significant coupling between AM and PM occurs when ␤ s Ϸ 1 provided that ⍀ th Ϸ ⍀ BW,s (i.e., that the instability occurs at a frequency comparable to the idler-signal parametric gain bandwidth). GVD and higher order dispersion terms for the idler and pump waves have only a small effect unless they are set to unrealistically high values, so they are assumed to be zero in Fig. 4 . Since the instability threshold depends primarily on the GVM ratio and GVD at the resonant wavelength, it can be estimated using Fig. 4 for a SRO with arbitrary dispersion, crystal length, and cavity losses without re- (5), and (9) assuming low cavity losses and negligible GVD or higher order dispersion terms at the idler or pump frequencies. Note that for negative GVM ratios the curves for these five GVD values are barely distinguishable on this scale. sort to full numerical evaluation of Eq. (14) . The validity of this approximation will be discussed in Subsection 4.A.
From Eq. (17), when there is no carrier phase mismatch or GVD there is no coupling between AM and PM of the three waves. The role of signal GVD in coupling the AM and PM modes is shown in Fig. 5 , which plots sideband gain G sp as a function of frequency for the cases of GVM ratios ␦ is / ␦ ps = −0.25 and ␦ is / ␦ ps = 0.25. At each frequency ⍀, the signal GVD coefficient d 2 k / d 2 evaluated at the carrier frequency s is varied such that there is a given signal GVD phase defined as
While this artificial variation in GVD with ⍀ is not the situation that would be encountered in an experiment, it is a useful construct to understand the effects of GVD on the MI since the AM-PM coupling scales with GVD , with strong coupling when GVD Ϸ 1. The physical origin of the dependence of G sp on GVD , and hence on ␤ s , is that upon each trip around the cavity, AMs are coupled by the GVD to PMs with lower gain (or vice versa), which then decay on a time scale set by the subthreshold mode, which in most cases is comparable to the cold-cavity lifetime. This effective loss for the higher gain mode reduces G sp , and with sufficiently high GVD the magnitudes of the two eigenvalues of ⌽ rt become comparable.
An alternative description of the effect of GVD is in terms of the modes of the cold-cavity (those when there is no nonlinear interaction). These modes are not symmetric around s when GVD 0. As a result, a particular sideband frequency ⍀ cannot correspond to the peak of a coldcavity mode simultaneously at both ±⍀. For a low-loss cavity, when GVD Ϸ 1 / 2 the shift in modal frequency due to GVD between +⍀ and −⍀ is equal to the cold-cavity linewidth. From Fig. 5 , we see that this criterion is the same as required for a significant change in G sp in the SRO. We also find that for ͉ GVD ͉ ӷ 1 each eigenvector of ⌽ rt is predominantly a single sideband at either +⍀ or −⍀, i.e., they have the form ͉ã s ± ͉ 2 Ϸ 1 and ͉ã s ϯ ͉ 2 Ӷ 1. This is in contrast to the AM and PM eigenvectors when GVD = 0 and ⌬k = 0, which have ͉ã s ± ͉ =1/ ͱ 2. Thus, GVD has a significant effect on the SRO when the corresponding shift in the cold-cavity modal frequencies is comparable to their linewidths.
The normalization procedure used in Fig. 5 is useful to understand the coupling between AM and PM modes, but in a real experiment there is a particular GVD coefficient, represented by a fixed ␤ s rather than a fixed GVD . In Fig.  6 , G sp is plotted as a function of frequency at fixed values of ␤ s for ␦ is / ␦ ps = 0.5. In contrast to the situation illustrated with artificially fixed GVD in Fig. 5 , for fixed ␤ s GVD couples higher sideband frequencies more strongly. This frequency-dependent coupling can lead to a flattening of the gain spectrum around its peak, as shown in Fig. 6 ␤ s Ϸ 1.5 when N = 7.5.
The instability frequency ⍀ th associated with the values of N th of Fig. 4 is shown in Fig. 7 , from which it is seen that when the GVM ratio is negative the instability occurs at relatively low frequencies. For the range of ␤ s con- sidered there is little PM-AM coupling around these low frequencies, and as a result the maximum values of N th and ⍀ th depend only weakly on signal ␤ s when the GVM ratio is negative, but depend strongly on ␤ s when the GVM ratio is positive. It can become difficult to uniquely determine ⍀ th when GVD is sufficient to flatten the gain spectrum around N Ϸ N th . This is shown in Fig. 6 : for N = 5.5 and ␤ s Ϸ 1 the instability occurs around ␦ is ⍀L / Ϸ 1, but for N = 7.5 and ␤ s Ϸ 1.5, the instability occurs at a higher frequency such that ␦ is ⍀L / Ϸ 1.5. In the latter case, G sp is relatively flat between ␦ is ⍀L / = 1 and ␦ is ⍀L / = 1.5, corresponding to a transition from the low-and high-frequency instability curves of Fig. 7 .
Next we consider how close the eigenmodes associated with the largest-gain eigenvalues are to pure AM or PM Fig. 8 . The frequency-dependent coupling that causes the discontinuities of ⍀ th in Fig. 7 also causes discontinuities in ͉ ͉ 2 for positive GVM ratios. Since ͉ ͉ 2 Ͼ 0.5 both before and after these discontinuities, however, the coupling is associated with moving from one AM-like instability to another at a different frequency, rather than moving from an AM-like instability to a PM-like one. For ␦ is / ␦ ps Ͻ 0 (not plotted), ͉ ͉ 2 Ϸ 0 unless ␤ s ӷ 1. The features of N th , ⍀ th , and ͉ ͉ 2 seen in Figs. 4, 7, and 8 can be explained in terms of the underlying 6 ϫ 6 state transition matrix from which we extract the signal input/ output components in Eq. (14) . More details of the dynamics of the full system will be discussed in future work.
Summarizing the results of this section, when ␦ is / ␦ ps Ͻ 0 there is a low instability threshold that occurs at low frequencies with respect to ⍀ BW,s , the unstable modes are PM-like, and the instability depends weakly on the signal GVD; for ␦ is / ␦ ps Ͼ 0 the instability threshold is higher and occurs at frequencies comparable to ⍀ BW,s , the unstable modes are AM-like, and the instability has a significant dependence on the signal GVD.
B. Dependence of Sideband Gain on Carrier ⌬k
The analysis in Subsection 3.A assumed that there was no detuning from phase matching of the zeroth order CW waves, i.e., that ⌬k =0. If ͉⌬k͉ becomes large enough, the SRO can hop to a cavity mode closer to the parametric gain peak. The approach developed here can be used to estimate the tolerable carrier phase matching shift before such a mode hop takes place, and the corresponding tolerance in crystal temperature or cavity length to ensure stable CW OPO operation.
In the following analysis, the times above oscillation threshold N is always assumed to represent times above phase-matched threshold, as opposed to the threshold of an OPO for which only finite ⌬k modes are available (as might be the case when an intracavity etalon is used, for example). The corresponding experimental situation is one with closely spaced cavity modes, initial OPO build-up to a mode close to the net gain peak in the undepleted-pump limit (including any intracavity elements such as an etalon), and then a gradual drift of ⌬kL of the resonant mode, for example, through a temperature drift of the nonlinear crystal or the length of the OPO cavity; such frequency shifts were discussed for passive cavities in [23] . We are then estimating how large a shift in ⌬kL can occur before the OPO hops to a mode closer to the undepleted-pump gain peak. We define carrier mismatch tolerances th ± ͑N͒ such that the stability range for ⌬kL is given by th ͑−͒ Ͻ⌬kL Ͻ th ͑+͒ ; outside this region the SRO can mode-hop. In the GVM limit, th ͑±͒ = ±͉ th ͉.
Consider first the carrier phase mismatch tolerance if pump sidebands can be neglected, as is sometimes assumed in this context. A signal sideband at ±⍀ is only coupled by the (depleting) CW pump to the idler sideband at ϯ⍀, resulting in a 2 ϫ 2 coupling matrix instead of the 6 ϫ 6 matrix of Eq. (9) which describes the actual interaction. Under these assumptions, the carrier phase mis- match constraint is, approximately, that the resonant signal cavity mode is the mode closest to ⌬k = 0, i.e., that ͉⌬kL͉ Ͻ ͉ mode ͉, where mode is the phase mismatch per free spectral range of the signal (at fixed pump frequency), which satisfies mode Ϸ 2␦ is Lf fsr , where f fsr is the free spectral range of the cavity.
We assume that the signal carrier frequency corresponds to a cavity mode. The behavior of the OPO depends on d͑⌬kL͒ / dT, which in many cases can be well approximated by ͑‫⌬ץ‬k / ‫ץ‬T͒L; we use this approximation in the numerical examples presented in this section. More accurate expressions for the change in ⌬kL with temperature can be calculated by performing suitable partial derivatives, the details of which are discussed in Appendix A. Using a 5 cm long MgO:PPLN crystal at 100°C [21] with pump and signal wavelengths p = 1.064 m and s = 1.55 m, respectively, and a ring cavity configuration with round-trip path length ͑L cav + L͒ =55 cm, mode Ϸ 0.0148 and ‫⌬ץ‬k / ‫ץ‬T Ϸ 25.78 m −1 K −1 . Satisfying ͉⌬kL͉ Ͻ ͉ mode ͉ implies a temperature tolerance of approximately ␦T Ͻ 1.1ϫ 10 −2 K. In contrast, when the pump sidebands are included a larger carrier phase mismatch is required in order to produce net sideband gain (assuming the OPO is modulationally stable when ⌬k = 0). Close to oscillation threshold there is low pump depletion, and one expects a greater sensitivity to ⌬kL (i.e., a lower th ) on the basis that more gain is available to the sidebands than when the pump is strongly depleted by the carrier field. When operating close to (but below) a MI with ⌬k = 0 (the cases discussed in Subsection 3.A) one also expects a lower ͉ th ͉ since only a small increase in sideband gain is needed to cause MI. As such, the most stable operating regimes are expected to correspond to pump powers between the oscillation and modulation-instability thresholds.
In order to evaluate the ⌬kL tolerance shown in Fig 9(c) ] the value of th depends on the signal GVD and exhibits more complicated behavior. th also has a strong dependence on the signal GVD (not shown here). The magnitude of the positive-frequency sideband ã s + for the eigenvector with the largest magnitude round-trip eigenvalue is also shown. For ⌬kL Ͼ 0 the negative-frequency sidebands are closest to phase matching with the pumpcarrier frequency (since ␦ is Ͼ 0 was assumed), so this decrease in ͉ã s + ͉ with ⌬kL means that the eigenvector with largest gain corresponds primarily to the sideband closer to phase matching.
As shown in Fig. 4 , the instability threshold N th depends crucially on the sign of ␦ is / ␦ ps as well as the magnitude of the GVD at the signal. However, except in extreme cases close to either oscillation or instability threshold we find that th Ͼ 0.2, so ͉⌬kL͉ Ͻ 0.2 is a sufficient criterion to avoid mode hopping. The formalism developed can be applied to study the mode hopping parameter space including GVM, GVD, and N, but this analysis is beyond the scope of this paper.
PRACTICAL SRO CONFIGURATIONS A. Instability Using General Dispersion Relations
In this section we estimate the MI threshold for some typical choices of SRO wavelengths and materials in order to predict the instability thresholds of common SRO configurations, and determine the accuracy of the simplified model of Fig. 4 compared to the one including the full material-dispersion relation. It is often assumed that SROs with pump bandwidths of tens of gigahertz or less can be accurately modeled away from degeneracy by including GVM, but not GVD [7] . However, even in an OPO with a 5 cm long PPLN crystal and 1% round-trip cavity loss, ␤ s in Eq. (20) is large enough over much of the signal spectrum that GVD can have a significant effect on N th (see Fig. 4 ). Figure 10 shows the dependence of N th on resonant wavelength, for the instability threshold calculated as in Subsection 3.A using the simplified CW solutions of Eqs. (4) and (5) and either the full or approximated dispersion in the diagonal terms of the coupling matrix M͑z͒ in Eq. (9) . It can be seen that there is good agreement between calculations using the full material dispersion and those including GVM between the three waves and assuming GVD only for the signal, with no higher dispersion order terms. These two cases deviate only around the zero-GVD wavelength ͑ s Ϸ 1.9 m͒ and near degeneracy. The most important instability threshold for commonly implemented OPOs may be for 532 nm pumped shortwave resonant SROs, where efficient and single-mode operation may be prohibited for resonant wavelengths between 750 nm and degeneracy due to the low N th . Figure  10 shows that N th Ͻ 2.5 in this spectral region, and that sufficiently close to degeneracy (while still maintaining the SRO assumption) N th Ͻ 1.1.
Instabilities have been observed in recent SRO experiments. In [5] , the 532 nm pumped 850 nm resonant SRO with a MgO:PPLN QPM grating of length 4 cm exhibited multimode behavior at N th Ϸ 1.75, in reasonable agreement with the present theory which predicts N th Ϸ 2 using the same parameters. In [24] the SRO instability threshold was measured as N th Ϸ 4.6, using a 5 cm MgO:PPLN QPM grating with a 1064 nm pump and 1627 nm resonant signal. The present theory is in reasonable agreement, predicting an instability threshold of 5.3 using the same parameters for the plane-wave model.
Experimental instability thresholds may differ from the plane-wave theoretical results presented here due to diffractive effects. For focusing tighter than the usual confocal focusing criterion [1] one can picture an effective length over which most of the power conversion occurs that is shorter than the actual crystal length. Thermal lensing and related beam distortions are also likely to play a significant role in the MI [25, 26] . Analyzing these transverse beam effects is beyond the scope of this paper, and only qualitative agreement between bulk OPO experiments and the plane-wave model can be expected. The instabilities we have discussed must be addressed to further extend OPO operating regimes away from the conventional 1064 nm pumping and 1400-2000 nm resonant wavelength regions, where N th Ͼ 4.5 due to fortuitous material dispersion properties in lithium niobate [21] ; we investigate a possible approach in Section 5.
B. General Implications for Typical SRO Configurations
In Subsection 4.A the instability threshold could still be calculated accurately in a model retaining only GVM between the three waves and GVD at the resonant signal.
Much of the structure of N th , especially for ␦ is / ␦ ps Ͻ 0, is determined by the GVM ratio alone. Instead of calculating the instability threshold spectrum for all OPO materials of interest, one can calculate the GVM ratio directly from the dispersion relations and read off a first approximation to N th for this GVM ratio from Fig. 4 .
Based on this approach we can reach some general conclusions about the stability of different SRO configurations. For example, as the pump wavelength approaches the bandgap of a material the dispersion will tend to increase, and therefore the pump-signal walk-off will often exceed that of the idler-signal such that ͉␦ is / ␦ ps ͉ Ӷ 1.
Similarly, for type-0 SROs with signal and idler wavelengths well below the zero-GVD wavelength the group velocities will be ordered with the wavelength so that ␦ is / ␦ ps Ͻ 0 when the short wave is resonated, corresponding to the most unstable side of the instability curve in Fig. 4 . As such, type-0 OPOs with short wavelength pumps will tend to be more stable when the long wavelength is resonated (in contrast to the common approach of resonating the short wave).
For type-0 phase matching of LiNbO 3 and KTP, the lowest instability thresholds as given in Fig. 4 are expected to occur for resonant short waves when the pump wavelength p = 532 nm and for resonant long waves when p = 1064 nm. The GVM-ratio dispersion curves calculated using the Sellmeier relations [21, 27] for these materials are shown in Fig. 11 to show spectral regions where ␦ is / ␦ ps is small and negative, corresponding to the lowest MI thresholds.
SUPPRESSION OF OPO INSTABILITY
The finite detuning at which spectral sidebands experience gain exceeding loss and the use of a low-loss resonator means that a low-finesse intracavity etalon can increase the round-trip loss for these sidebands such that G sp ͑⍀͒ Ͻ 0, suppressing the instability. The times above instability threshold together with the GVM ratio determines the required free spectral range and finesse of the etalon.
Consider a SRO using a 5 cm long MgO:PPLN QPM grating with R cav = 99%, and with a pump wavelength of 532 nm and a signal wavelength of 850 nm. The instability threshold is N th Ϸ 2, and the gain for the PM sideband increases immediately around ⍀ = 0 to the peak at ⍀ Ϸ 30 GHz for N = 5. The suppression of this instability using a low-finesse etalon is depicted in Fig. 12 .
The intracavity etalon should be designed, after calculation of the sideband-gain spectrum over the likely range of carrier ⌬k values, with free spectral range and finesse sufficient to ensure G sp Ͻ 0 for all sideband frequencies.
We found in Subsection 3.A that for ␦ is / ␦ ps Ͻ 0 the instability corresponds to PM and occurs at small frequency detunings with respect to the parametric gain bandwidth, ⍀Ӷ⍀ BW,s (see Fig. 4 ). For ␦ is / ␦ ps Ͼ 0 the instability corresponds to AM and occurs at higher frequencies, with ⍀ Ϸ ⍀ BW,s , so a larger etalon free spectral range is required. Note also that diffractive effects will change the spectrum of G sp , possibly necessitating an etalon of slightly larger free spectral range and finesse. Nonetheless, a guideline for the design of a symmetric etalon is for the free spectral range to exceed 2⍀ BW,s and for the facet reflectance R et to be such that ͓͑1−R et ͒ / ͑1+R et ͔͒ 2 ͓1 + G sp ͑1−R cav ͔͒ Ͻ 1, where the first factor in square brackets is the modulation depth of the etalon transmission, and the second term in square brackets is the net roundtrip power gain ͉ ⌽,rt ͉ 2 from Eq. (15), using G sp calculated in the absence of an etalon. For low-loss cavities and G sp of order unity or less (as will usually be the case) the minimum R et is small enough that the Fresnel-reflection from uncoated etalon facets is sufficient, as seen in Fig.  12 . The required R et is proportional to the cavity losses when G sp ͑1−R cav ͒ is small.
CONCLUSIONS
The singly resonant optical parametric oscillator (SRO) is an attractive source of high power tunable coherent radiation. Basic SRO theory predicts that full depletion of the pump wave occurs at around 2.5 times the oscillation threshold, which remains the case for near-confocally focused Gaussian beams. In previous theoretical studies of modulation instabilities (MIs) in SROs, it was predicted that the SRO becomes unstable to modulation sidebands when pumped at around 4.61 times threshold, well above the usual operating point corresponding to high conversion efficiency.
In this paper we have investigated the SRO stability including coupling to pump sidebands neglected in [4] and found that the instability threshold depends strongly on the group velocity mismatch (GVM) between the three waves, and also on group velocity dispersion (GVD) at the resonant signal wave. The inclusion of pump sidebands makes the problem less tractable analytically, but it is relatively straightforward to determine the instability threshold under the plane-wave approximation for any SRO, including those containing dispersive intracavity elements. In some cases the instability threshold is well below 2.5 times oscillation threshold; this behavior appears to have been observed in recent experiments [5] , but not previously explained.
We have also investigated the effects of imperfect carrier phase matching, and found that the SRO is much less sensitive to this parameter than would be anticipated if pump sidebands were neglected. However, if the SRO is operating at finite ⌬k then the instability threshold can be somewhat lower than the ⌬k = 0 case considered in Fig.  4 . Below the instability threshold but well above oscillation threshold ͑1 Ӷ N Ͻ N th ͒, the signal sidebands decay slowly with respect to the cold-cavity decay time, which implies that the SRO typically takes many thousands of cavity round-trip times to become single moded.
The sideband gain spectrum usually involves gain only at finite frequency detunings from the carriers, which implies that in many cases the instability can be avoided entirely, or at least suppressed to a sufficient degree to reach high conversion efficiency without reaching instability threshold, by adding an intracavity etalon of appropriate free spectral range and finesse. The criteria for the suppression of MI in the plane-wave limit are discussed in Section 5. The effects of diffraction, thermal lensing, and other transverse beam effects on the instability threshold and etalon design may be significant and warrant further study [25] . The construction of efficient single-mode 532 nm pumped SROs resonating the short wave as well as long-wave resonant 1064 nm pumped SROs should be possible, despite their low thresholds for MI, if these considerations are taken into account.
APPENDIX A: CHANGE OF PHASE MISMATCH WITH CRYSTAL TEMPERATURE
The phase mismatch times crystal length product ⌬kL is the relevant normalized quantity for evaluating the be- havior of MI in OPOs with phase mismatched carriers and their sidebands. In this appendix we calculate its total derivative, d͑⌬kL͒ / dT, to obtain a more accurate result than the simple Ld͑⌬k͒ / dT approximation used in Subsection 3.B. For a simple ring cavity configuration in vacuum the total phase accumulated in the cavity can be written (excluding phases from mirror reflections or other contributions which are assumed to be temperature-and frequency-independent) as cav = − k s ͑ s ,T͒L͑T͒ − k 0 ͑ s ͒L cav ͑T͒ + NL ͑⌬kL͒,
͑A1͒
where k 0 ͑͒ = / c; k s = n͑ s ͒ s / c; L and L cav are the (temperature-dependent) crystal and cavity lengths, respectively; and the nonlinear phase NL ϵ s ͑⌬kL͒ − ͐ 0 L ⌬k͑zЈ͒dzЈ is found using the zeroth order solutions of Eqs. (3), with s introduced in Eq. (13) . We begin by assuming that the signal frequency s changes with temperature so that the total phase accumulated in the cavity cav is constant (i.e., a fixed mode number). 
͑A4͒
where ␦ GVM = ͑n g,i − n g,s ͒͑n g,s + L cav,0 / L 0 ͒ −1 , a T = ‫ץ‬ T ͑ln͑L / L 0 ͒͒ is the linear thermal expansion coefficient, and n g,j is the group index at carrier frequency j . The difference in group indices is often small [21] , and ‫ץ‬ ⌬kL ͑ NL ͒ is of order unity or less. Therefore ␦ GVM can often be neglected, particularly when L cav ӷ L. If ␦ GVM = 0, then d͑⌬kL͒ / dT = L 0 ͑‫⌬ץ‬k / ‫ץ‬T͒, which is the approximation used in Subsection 3.B.
